Page Lambert
Connecting People with Nature
and Writers with Words

New! Secluded Mount Vernon Writing Retreats





Choose from 2, 3, 4 or 5-night retreats
Private writing time to work on your manuscript
One-on-one time working with Page each day
A beautiful Colorado mountain landscape to explore and enjoy

A retreat custom-made for YOU and your Writing!
“Thank you for the retreat - for all of it. There was such freedom in knowing that I had days
to be immersed in some aspect of writing, without worrying about meals, schedules, etc. To be
able to live and breathe writing for that long was such a blessing. The retreat fulfilled all my
expectations and more. I felt invigorated and inspired throughout.” – Danielle Emond,
President, Black Hills Writers, South Dakota

Private Mt. Vernon Writing Sabbaticals: one-on-one retreats in Page’s cabin in the mountains west of
Denver, Colorado ~ a secluded place to work on your novel, memoir, or poetry. These private retreats
include your own bedroom and bath, healthy meals, secluded guided hikes amidst aspens and
ponderosas, an elegant meal at Mt. Vernon Country Club, and one-on-one editing and career
consultation each day. Prices: 2-night $770.00; 3-night $990.00; 4-night $1340.00; 5-night $1675.00.
10% discount if you’ve attended a previous retreat of Page’s. Optional: massage and snowshoeing.
To book a retreat, phone Page at (303) 842-7360, or email page@pagelambert.com
To learn more about Mt. Vernon Country Club: www.mountvernoncc.com
“Thank you again for such a lovely and productive retreat. You were hostess and mentor
extraordinaire. I am taking home from this retreat: inspiration; an extensive list of resources
and great handouts; tips on how to better integrate reading, research, and disciplined writing
into my life through the establishment of new patterns and daily/weekly/monthly/annual goals; a
beautiful new journal; a notebook of ideas, thoughts, plans; an index of journals; a new friend.
Thank you for opening your lovely home, sharing your enthusiasm and expertise, and for the
pampering…you thought of every detail.” ~ Julia McSherry, Colorado
About Page Lambert: Page writes about the natural landscape, guiding and mentoring people who want to
reconnect creatively with their work. Nature is the perfect conduit. She has been leading “Create Yourself Anew”
adventures for ten years, often working in partnership with organizations such as The Women’s Wilderness
Institute, the Grand Canyon Field Institute, and the Aspen Writers’ Foundation. Her River Writing Journeys for
Women with Sheri Griffith Expeditions were featured in the January, 2006 issue of Oprah’s O Magazine as “One of
the top six great all-girl getaways of the year.” Each year, she also work with clients to help them hone their
writing skills, develop market-ready manuscripts, identify their core passions, envision more creative life styles,
and learn how to more fully integrate their personal and professional lives. A presenter for a variety of literary
and professional events, she has conducted more than 150 workshops in the U.S. and British Columbia. A Senior
Associate with the Children and Nature Network, she speaks on a variety of topics, including reconnecting
ourselves, our writing, and our children to the natural world.

“I know what you are – you’re a Horse Whisper for Writers!”
Leigh Haber, New York
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